1484 Mentor Avenue (Rt. 20), Painesville, OH 44077
440-357-5513
www.pfabes.com

Comprehensive Maintenance Coverage
All adjustments and repairs must be made by

Pfabe's Music
Coverage does not include expendable supplies
(reeds, oil, swabs, grease, straps, rosin, drum sticks, etc.)
Clarinets & Oboes
Flutes & Piccolos
1. Replacement of necessary pads, corks, springs,
1. Replacement of necessary pads, corks, springs,
etc.
etc.
2. Regulation of mechanism and leak-check
2. Regulation of mechanism and leak-check
3. Broken mouthpiece coverage – 50% off retail
3. Free any frozen rods
price (broken mouthpiece must be present)
4. Free any frozen rods
Saxophones
1. Replacement of necessary pads, corks, springs,
Wooden Clarinets
etc.
5. In addition to above coverage, all cracks in
2. Regulation of mechanism and leak-check
body of instrument will be filled and/or pinned
3. Broken mouthpiece coverage – 50% off retail
and joint & bell rings will be tightened.
price (broken mouthpiece must be present)
4. Free any frozen rods
Violins, Violas, & Cellos
1. Reset or shorten bow hair
Trumpets & Cornets
2. Re-setting of bridge (replacement, if needed),
1. Replacement of water key corks, necessary
sound post, tail piece, nut, tailgut
springs, felts
3. Regulate and correct slipping pegs
2. Pulling frozen mouthpieces
4. Replacement of all broken strings at 50% of
3. Freeing all frozen slides
retail price (must present instrument)
4. Solder broken or loose braces
5. Cracks and breakage of wood – 50% of repair
5. Clean, buff, oil, and regulate pistons and slides
cost
6. Removal of dents which restrict air flow
6. Glue open seams
Drums & Bells
French Horns
1. Broken head coverage – 50% of retail price
1. Re-string and regulate rotary valves
(must present drum with broken head)
2. Pulling frozen mouthpieces
2. Sticks/mallets NOT covered
3. Freeing all frozen slides
4. Solder all broken or loose braces
Trombones
5. Replace necessary springs and felts
1. Replacement of water key corks
6. Removal of dents which restrict air flow
2. Pulling frozen mouthpieces
3. Freeing all frozen slides
Note: Coverage does not include restoration of finish
4. Remove dents, clean and align playing slide
or replacement of any expendable items. Cleaning
5. Solder broken or loose braces
(including acid bath) and cosmetic work not affecting
6. Removal of dents which restrict air flow
playability will be charged at regular shop rates

If the lessee elects and pays the monthly maintenance coverage fee, Pfabe's Music agrees to
maintain the instrument in satisfactory playing condition and repair physical damage according
to the terms of the Comprehensive Maintenance Coverage policy. This policy does not
cover loss or intentional damage. In all cases, the decision of Pfabe's Music shall be final.

